
1. Telestich

An acrostic in which the last letters of each

line spell a word or message.

SNOW

Lost in endless wanderings,

what new sign and pattern

will I find in crystalline subzero

embroidery frosting my window

 ~ by Pyragus

Chapter 12

https://allpoetry.com/poem/13606354-Telestitch-Acrostic--by-Pyragus


2. Mesostic: 

An acrostic in which the middle letters of

words or lines form a word or message.

TIME

The

mInutes

Merge

sEamlessly



3. Double Acrostic: 

An acrostic in which words are spelled by

both the first and last letters of each line, so

that one word can be read vertically down

the left side of the poem and another word

can be read vertically down the right side of

the poem. 

Here is one about an English town named

Stroud, located at the meeting point of the

Five Valleys and known for its steep streets.



Set among hills in the midst of five valleys,

This peaceful little market town we inhabit

Refuses (vociferously!) to be a conformer.

Once home of the cloth it gave its name to,

Uphill and down again its streets lead you.

Despite its faults it leaves us all charmed.

~by Paul Hansford



4. Abecedarian: 

An acrostic that, instead of spelling a word,

spells the entire alphabet. This type of

acrostic may also be referred to as an

abecedarius.

Amazing how the pearls are flung

Before the swine these days, and I

Can hardly understand any

Decision to do so by otherwise

Enterprising individuals.

Funny how the swine devour the

Gifts of insincere folks who cast

Handfuls of nuggets their way



Ingratiating them, while

Judging them unfit or unworthy,

Keeping them in the pigsty

Languishing, denying them upward

Mobility and almost

Never allowing them to fling

Open their gates and

Put their feet on earth’s upper crust.

Quite honestly, 

Riches and fame and eventual



Success are denied the swine

Too often, 

Until measuring their worth in

Various cuts of meat,

While standing before the butcher’s

X-rated slabs of raw cuts

Yes, waiting to be sold like pieces of

Zombies, dead and slowly rotting.

~ by L Milton Hankins
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